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“Jeeze buy me dinner 
first”

“What the?! These damn 
stall locks are defective!”
-Evan Adler

“Do or do not there is 
no try” 
-Yoda or Snoop Dogg 
not sure

“Die or live trying”

 “Mom, I told you, I 
don’t want a quote for 
the yearbook. My face 
is my quote”

 “I may be stupid, but at 
least I’m not funny.”

“My NetID is wr62. Please, 
ladies and just anyone who 
needs a friend, email me. I 
need friends.”

 “I close my eyes and 
pretend this is the Har-
vard Lampoon.”

Life’s not about waiting for the 
storm to pass, it’s about learning 
to shoot for the stars. Even if 
you miss, you’ll be dancing in 
the rain(: - Albert Einstein

“Quote”

“You can pick your 
friends, and you can 
pick your nose, but you 
can’t pick your friend’s 
nose”

“You are NOT welcome 
to my twisted mind. 
KEEP OUT! It’s private”

“I used to read a lot of books. 
But then I realized that 
exploding fire hydrants with 
dynamite is way cooler. Now 
I’m in jail.”

“Don’t cry because it’s 
over, smile because it 
happened.”
-A Sappy Senior
(ASS lol)

“How much cheese is 
too much cheese before 
a date?” 
-Charlie Kelly

“We’re gonna find Katrina and 
bring her to justice. We have 
reason to believe Katrina is 
connected to Al Qaeda.”
-George Walker “Texas Ranger” 
Bush

“...the LORD smote all of 
the firstborn in the land of 
Egypt”
-Exodus
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“Catch me at Urban Outfit-
ters how bout dat”

“No I will not draw your 
sparkle-dog”

"I think you're wrong."
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“We’re gonna find Katrina and 
bring her to justice. We have 
reason to believe Katrina is 
connected to Al Qaeda.”
-George Walker “Texas Ranger” 
Bush
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Letter From the Editor
Hell000 Weeny Teenies and Teeny Weenies,

Welcome to the Cornell Mother-flipping Lunatic Teenz! Issue. Inside you’ll find some of the raddest, baddest, 
and most downright horrible content ever known to bro, broette, or non-binary-gender-conforming brie. Dig 
deep enough and you might even find the secret of how we, the OG Lunateenz, do what we do (and if you do, 
let us know, we’re still looking). There’s not much point else in tellin ya bout all the dope content we have, I’ll 
leave that trip of a lifetime to you.
    But now I wanna get real seriuz for a moment, get down to that real deep shiz that makes those thumb 
sucking tweens ball their eyes out. Ladies and Gentledudes, this semester we are parting ways with 3 of the 
sickest individuals this club has seen since that time we recruited sliced bread (R.I.P. Loafy) – The Seniors 
Dana ‘Darth’ Fader and Sal ‘The Salamander’ Elder, and our pseudo-tryhard-too-fracking-smart-senior Jared 
‘Jwong’ “Wong.
    Jwong, the lord of PG flow, your hackzor abilities got our web page cracking and you do some other ama-
zeballs stuff on this goat-forsaken campus. You’re a funny arse dude and your freestyles fly like United and 
your rap-battle-skills hit like their employees. Best of luck in the big apple broski, show those Cornell Tech 
biatchez what the farmlands of Ithaca bring to the table.
    Sal, the voice of reasons and game-dev extraordinary, we’re gonna miss the shiz out of you. You’ve got a 
passion for the mag and for comedy that drives us all to be more better versions of ourselvesz.  Your blunt 
honesty and drive to keep us on our toes will be madly missed dude, though you’re probably gonna build 
wormholes and whole worms and all that jazz, so the future probably needs you as much as we do ;) XD :P.
    Dana, the dankest and the dabbiest, you were my left hand lady, the lord of layout, and the party starter. 
You brought us all together, you made the Lunatics feel like family, not like a his mom and her dad banged 
and now they’re step siblings kinda family, but more like a ‘oh hey, you like tie die? Lol, same! We’re like 
basically sisterz now!’ kinda family.  I’m glad I won’t be editor next year cuz I don’t think I could do that biz 
without cha. May the world forever be your oyster, and the universe your bong.
    I’m gonna miss these mo-fos, but at the end of the day, once a Lunatic, always a Lunatic. Best of luck in all 
your ventures, newborn alumniz.
    Enough of that sappy crap, now time for dem jokes. Get going, flip a page, read every 4th word and then 
read the others, I promise it’ll be worth your time.

Peace Out Ch’all,
Grant “G-Swizzle” Gonyer
Cornell Lunateenz Editor-in-Chief, ’16-‘17
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• Kill your lover. STI’s can only thrive 
in a living body. As they say, “If your 
partner dies, no more STIs!”

• Join the math club. (Varsity Mathletes 
will suffice)

• For men - cut your dick off. No dick, 
no STIs. Pretty simple. 

• For girls - Become a part of the 
traditional, suburban, consumerist, 
nuclear family that represses wom-
en sexually, devitalizing them and 
rendering them emotional eunuchs. 
#patriarchyhastisperks

• Catheter fetishes. 
• The younger the lover, the less likely 

it is that they’ll have an STI. I’m not 
saying that one should go out and 
find a sexual partner who happens to 
be a minor. I’m just saying it’s proba-
bly safer, no? 

• Sex dolls.
• Masturbate. 

Tips for Teens on Practicing Safe Sex

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY INTERNATIONAL 
6331 Hollywood Blvd., Suite 1200 
Los Angeles, CA 90028 
phone: (323) 960-3500 
fax: (323) 960-3508 
Email: MediaRelations@ChurchofScientology.net

 These tips operate under the assumption that no one likes to wear a condom. Am I right? 
I mean, they suck. The worst. No one likes ‘em. So how can these new, up and coming 
lovers prepare themselves for the world of sex? Read ahead, my young, eager friends...

• Masturbate in front of sex dolls. 
• Erotic Asphyxiation.
• Find new hobbies. Fishing, sports, stalking, cooking, bike riding, Satanism, reading, gardening, meth making, frisbee, academia, 

ruminating about suicide, card playing, stamp collecting, cartography, dissecting small rats you find in alleyways (rats you’ve 
hunted down, rats who’ve had their necks broken by your cold, unforgiving embrace, rats who you aren’t simply killing, oh no of 
course not, for that would be too simple, no no you’re bringing them closer to God), kite flying, swimming, and bungee jumping. 
These will all serve as effective, distracting hobbies to curb your sexual appetites. 

• Drugs. 
• Chemical castration. 
• Anal. 
• Oral. 
• Earal. 
• Nasal. 
• Eye-Socketal. 
• Armpit-Creasal. 
• Hand stuff. 
• Toe Stuff.
• Elbow stuff (for the brave).
• For boys - microwave a bagel and then fuck it. Applying butter 

or cream cheese to the bagel makes a whole lot of difference. 
• For girls - cucumbers, eggplants for the courageous, carrots for 

the meek, or dildos. Probably dildos actually. 
• Try tap dancing. 
• Kill yourself. 
• Kill everyone else. 

Many doctors will recommend using condoms because they 
are boring and don’t want you to have any fun.

• Worship Satan. 
• Bed a llama (can llamas have STIs? I’m not a vet, but I 

would assume no. Although didn’t monkey give us AIDS? 
Nah, that was obviously the US government’s attempt to 
eradicate the homosexuals. Yeah, so llamas are probably 
pretty safe).

• I hope you’ve found these tips helpful. Remember, it’s 
better to be dead than to have an STI! Be safe and join the 
Church of Scientology!
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CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY INTERNATIONAL 
6331 Hollywood Blvd., Suite 1200 
Los Angeles, CA 90028 
phone: (323) 960-3500 
fax: (323) 960-3508 
Email: MediaRelations@ChurchofScientology.net

• Masturbate in front of sex dolls. 
• Erotic Asphyxiation.
• Find new hobbies. Fishing, sports, stalking, cooking, bike riding, Satanism, reading, gardening, meth making, frisbee, academia, 

ruminating about suicide, card playing, stamp collecting, cartography, dissecting small rats you find in alleyways (rats you’ve 
hunted down, rats who’ve had their necks broken by your cold, unforgiving embrace, rats who you aren’t simply killing, oh no of 
course not, for that would be too simple, no no you’re bringing them closer to God), kite flying, swimming, and bungee jumping. 
These will all serve as effective, distracting hobbies to curb your sexual appetites. 

My tumblr
Welcome to my mind, which is somehow more twisted 
than my sheets
Summer is here so I lie in bed for the fifth straight week
Today my mom caught me talking to myself
While writing my Superwholock fan fiction
I think I’m going to stab her with my sonic screwdriver
Last week she found me stealing salt from the kitchen
Because I thought she was the demon
That’s haunting this house and my soul 
She may just be my own personal Moriarty
The game’s afoot, and she’s an asshole
For taking away my laptop again.

Otaku Morning -- 
This is shit and i hate 
that it exists 
Erry day I get up at the crack of dawn
to hear my spine curl around my body pillow
Watashi try to wash away my sempiternal 
tiredness in the sugoi shower
If only I could go to Japanese class instead of 
math
But there’s this kawaii girl I wanna close read 
like a manga
So I succ it up

7

8A.M. is not a sane time to 
have school don’t lie to me 
Early morning class, what a time to be dead
Today I am at least blessed to sit behind the love of 
my life 
and I think you are the boot to my shoe shelf 
and I think about how much I want you 
To smash it through my head
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 Hey readers, it’s that exciting time of the year again. That’s right, back-to-school time! So before you buy your school 
supplies, you will want to make sure you are rocking the raddest fashion to make your friends jealous and make your crush 
notice you. Here to give you the scoop on what you need to wear is our resident fashion expert, Marc Lépine.

3 Fashion Trends To Make People Notice (Number 3 Will 
Blow Your Mind)

 As we all know, high school can be quite the cut-throat 
environment, so these outfits are sure to help get you out intact.
1) Jeans, Shirt, Sneakers.
 Now this is sure to get you through the door, no 
problem. You won’t raise any eyebrows but you won’t get many 
compliments either. This isn’t exactly breaking the mold. Stor-
age-space wise, the jeans have some pockets, but a backpack is 
most likely required in order to carry what you need.
2) Boots, Cargo Pants, Black Turtleneck
 This might get some people to stop and take notice. The 
boots are versatile and stylish, perfect for movement intensive 
activities like running and chasing. The black turtleneck is also 
the perfect item for that mysterious and tactical appeal. This out-
fit is sure to make people stop and think: “Wow, he’s ready to go.” 
To improve this outfit even more, you have the option of adding 
a black duster, the coolest jacket possible that also allows you to 
hide items in the many pockets provided.
3) Full TACVEST SPEAR body armor, Military Boots, BDUs and 
TAC Helmet
 While you may not be able to get through the front 
door ready for battle, that won’t matter when you shoot the 
receptionist. This gear is favored by tactical operators around the 
world and can be found on airsoft sites all over the web. Buying 
from an airsoft site is ideal because it won’t raise any alarms with 
the feds. While the other options allow you to infiltrate the stu-
dent body easily, this will allow you to survive the cop onslaught 
sure to arrive once you whip out your rad M4A1 custom assault rifle with TAC light and bayonet. The bayonet is crucial if they 
decide to gang up and rush you. The TACVEST will allow for you carry multiple magazines as well. Finally you can even throw 
the duster on top of all this to get to the front door before people realize what you are going to do. If you want to raise eyebrows 
and get people to notice you after years of being neglected and made of fun of, this is Marc Lépine’s choice of gear for that back-to-
school outfit. 

Existential Despair 
There is a hole in my chest
that gapes and burns and feels like sadness
Oh it is indescribable 
Mom isn’t taking us to McDonalds tonight.

Lurking
My Google drive is trying to connect and I am too
I am trying to see you 
Through the cafeteria and sending snapchats of the back 
of your head to my friends
God, you’re hotter than the soup of the day
Notice me senpai desuA Haiku

My walk to school is
Colder than my teacher’s heart 
oh my GPA
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Lurking
My Google drive is trying to connect and I am too
I am trying to see you 
Through the cafeteria and sending snapchats of the back 
of your head to my friends
God, you’re hotter than the soup of the day
Notice me senpai desu

 In the wake of recent wins for the legaliza-
tion of both recreational and medical marijuana in 
California, Ohio, Massachusetts, Colorado and oth-
ers, the public eye has been on how well the popula-
tion has adapted to its changing legislation. I know I, 
for one, have been disgusted with how the media has 
represented these states. This reporter found medical 
statistics directly correlating with the legalization 
of medical marijuana in states that show just how 
harmful marijuana, or “Dooby” as it’s known on the 
streets, can be.
 Just one week after medical marijuana was 
legalized in California in 1996, there was a 100% 
increase in Alzheimer’s diagnoses among the teen-
age population. But it gets so much worse. Cases of 
insomnia skyrocketed with one consultant reporting 
almost 200 more cases being diagnosed after the 
bill passed. The doctor said: “I had to buy a second 
laminator to make all the green cards I was giving 
out. They went like wildfire.” And if you think that’s 
bad, I’ve got so much more to tell you. Hepatitis C, 
chronic pain, sleep apnea, diarrhea, AIDS, and cancer have all been on the rise in these states.
 If there is any good news coming from this, I would say it’s this: Second-tier medical consultants and doctors 
have been getting substantially more service and revenue than before in these states. Who can say why? In this reporter’s 
opinion, with the increase of patients, more doctors are needed to step up to the plate and cure our children from the 
diseases spread by the devil’s lettuce. These heroes are doing right by our children, and I would encourage all teenagers to 
visit them to see if they too are possibly at risk of these diseases so they can receive the correct treatment. 

Possible link discovered between medical marijuana and disease

9
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 My fellow scientists, environ-
mentalists, lovers of living and all that 
this great world has to offer, I want to 
thank you for inviting me to speak at 
this summit. Before I unveil what I 
believe will revolutionize the ways in 
which we protect the environment, I 
want to clear up a few misconceptions. 
I believe that climate change is real, and 
I believe that there is an indisputable 
anthropomorphic impact. I believe 
this because I trust in the institution of 
science. I believe this because I’d rather 
contribute to the well-being of future 
generations than watch the world burn. 
I believe this because I am a human, and 
therefore have a responsibility to ensure 
that my actions are for the benefit of 
everyone that walks on this planet. 
 For too long, however, the 
EPA’s approach to combatting climate 
change has been ineffective. They’ve 
continually adopted incremental, long-
term solutions, including carbon-taxes 
and various environmental guidelines 

An Immodest Proposal
(Transcript of Scott Pruitt's speech at the US Annual Environmental Summit)

and regulations. These will not work. 
If this current administration is to 
experience even a modicum of success 
in protecting our environment, we must 
not adorn the robes of the incremental 
pragmatist; no, we must embrace the 
philosophy of the mighty absolutist. In 
other words, if you’re not going big, you 
should be going home, or at least the 
fuck outta here. 
 I would be remiss if I did not 
discuss the ideological gaps between 
protecting the environment and the in-
terests of a free market; between liberals 
and conservatives; between nay-sayers 
and yay-sayers hay-sayers and gay-say-
ers (actually, I’ve been advised not to 
include gay-sayers on the advice of 
Jeff Sessions). But now is the time for 
togetherness, for harmony and cohesion 
in our world. 
 Let us go, then, you and I, step-
by-step through the EPA’s bold new plan 
of action, a plan that will unite individu-
als of all beliefs, a plan that will jump-

start the American economy, a plan that 
will protect this environment to such a 
point wherein blue birds sing atop every 
bough, where winter, summer, spring 
and fall remain separate and beautiful, 
and where the natural splendor of the 
country will be great again. 
A contentious issue permeating these 
climate debates is the use of fossil fuels. 
I’m under the impression that fossil 
fuels add carbon to the environment, 
and I’ve been told that that isn’t a good 
thing. However, it is an indisputable 
fact that many American workers make 
their livelihood from mining coal and 
forming it into energy. I am also under 
the impression that fossil fuels are not, 
in fact, renewable. Thus, our first plan 
of action is the following: The United 
States will lead the way in mining and 
cultivating fossil fuels to such an extent 
that in ten years there will be no more 
fossil fuels on earth. This plan of action 
has only positive consequences. Eco-
nomically, it will absolutely invigorate 
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an economy left beaten and bloodied by 
an inefficient Obama administration. It 
will create millions of jobs and provide 
energy to every home in America. Envi-
ronmentally, and this is what’s import-
ant, in ten years we will be forced to use 
renewable energy. There will be no slow, 
unproductive discourse; there will be no 
contentious back and forth; there will be 
no factions. Renewable energy will, sim-
ply put, be our only option. Thus, the US 
will increase its fossil fuel consumption 
and usage to such an extent wherein 
there is no more left in ten years. 
I’ve been informed by top forestry 
experts that deforestation and land 
clearing is devastating to the environ-
ment. On the other end of the spectrum, 
however, I’m told by various real estate 
investors and homeowners that land is 
important, and that we need more space 
for various pursuits and endeavors. This 
brings me to our second plan of action: 
The US will cut down every tree and 
clear away all land within its borders. 
The benefits of this plan of action should 
be obvious to someone not intimately 
familiar with the various intricacies of 
forestry and real estate. In terms of in-
frastructure and economy, we will have 
302 million additional hectares of land 
at our disposable. We will build bridges, 
hospitals, universities, libraries, hotels, 
condos, airports, roads, malls, shops, 
even towns, cities, tri-county areas. And 
think of all the jobs we’d create to cut 
down these trees! More importantly, 
think about the amount of lumber and 
paper that would be available to our cit-
izenry. And the environmental benefits 
are also obviously apparent. Without 
trees, there will be no more forests to 
deforest, and thus we will eliminate the 
amount of carbon that is pumped into 
the atmosphere by 100 percent. 
Before either of these measures are 
taken, however, the EPA has come up 
with a novel solution to to the problem 
of the inefficiency of renewable energy. 
Simply put, fossil fuels are more cost-ef-
ficient than wind turbines, solar panels, 
etcetera, because solar panels and wind 
turbines are not proportionally effective 
based on their price. But we’ve consulted 
the top experts in renewable energy, 
including the prominent Professor Phil 
Arguria at some top private Ivy League 
institution, and we’ve learned that solar 

panels benefit from prolonged exposure 
to the sun and hotter conditions, while 
wind turbines benefit from windier, 
more adverse weather conditions. 
Sometimes we have to take one step 
backward in order to take two forward. 
Thus, we plan to create coal ‘pumping’ 
plants (as opposed to power plants) for 
the sole purpose of pumping carbon 
into the environment. This will stop 
after ten years (so as to line up with our 
coal usage plans) and then we’ll start to 
invest in renewables. At this time, we are 
told that our weather conditions will be 
so adverse that a single solar panel and a 
single wind turbine can power an entire 
household by themselves. This is truly 

an incredible revelation. Thus, to put it 
elegantly, our third plan of action is the 
following: The US will construct 300 
coal pumping plants and decommission 
them after ten years. 
Where are we to construct these coal 
pumping plants? For this, too, the EPA 
has constructed an ingenious solution. 
Our nation revels in our commitment 
to national parks and the preservation 
of land. Why? Because they’re beautiful. 
They inspire, cultivate wonder, and, 
in a beautiful paradox of the human 
condition, elucidate what it means to be 
human while simultaneously invoking 
mystery. On the other end of the spec-
trum, however, they also seem to be a 
waste of space. If the most (and perhaps 
only) important characteristic of nation-
al parks is that they are fun to visit be-
cause they are beautiful, then the EPA is 
willing to create a state of the art Virtual 
Reality center where users can expe-
rience the splendor of national parks; 
thus, we can build our coal pumping 
plants where national parks currently 
exist. To summarize, our fourth plan of 
action is the following: The EPA, in con-

junction with Google Earth and various 
virtual reality companies, will construct 
the “National Park VR Tour” and make 
it free for all Americans. Concurrently, 
we will clear away all of the real-life 
obstacles of current national parks and 
designate them as “Coal Pumping Sites.”
Our last plan of action uses the latest 
psychological data from psychologist 
Judas Draco to analyze consumer trends 
in the marketplace and how to change 
these trends. Basically, it shows that 
people are not entirely motivated by 
positive reinforcement. So for example, 
consumers will not switch to electric 
cars because down the road they might 
save money, and people will not switch 
to more expensive renewable because 
down the road they’ll save money. It 
is also a fact of American society that 
some people are not affected by mone-
tary sanctions. Their wealth is just too 
great. Thus, we wish to capitalize on 
the institution of guilt. To do this, we 
move to our last plan of action: The EPA 
will make releases from coal plants, car 
exhaust, and homes 100 times more 
toxic to the environment and then place 
the the corpse of a dead tree on every 
doorstep that doesn’t change their ways 
(these trees will be taken from our pool 
of trees that we cut down - we will form 
a separate ‘Guilty Dead Trees Stockpile’). 
Our rationale is simple and appeals to 
our own sense of empathy. I believe in 
my heart of hearts that no one could live 
with such a guilty, tangible sign greeting 
them at their doorstep every morning. 

 This is our plan of action, and 
I challenge someone to find something 
wrong with any part of it. To those who 
advocate for more incremental, perhaps 
pragmatic methods, I say to you that 
you don’t truly care about the environ-
ment. If people truly cared about our 
earth, they would abandon these long 
term plans and goals (which is a reason 
why the Paris Climate Agreements are 
so terribly devastating) and resort to 
extreme measures. Climate change is an 
extreme problem that calls for extreme 
responses. I care about this country and, 
more importantly, the sanctity of this 
earth, and if you do as well, I implore 
you to join us in our crusade against 
those who’d wish the environment harm. 
Thank you, and have a great night. 
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10: Rallies! Nothing’s more exciting than a rally, and now they’re back and more popular than ever! For more fun, 
try punching someone at the rally - all the trendiest teens are doing it!

9: New York City! 3 million people can’t be wrong, and the trendiest teens know what’s up! Visit the Freedom 
Tower, take a stroll through Central Park, or buy the best taco bowls at Trump Tower Grill!

Top Ten Teen Trends Twenty SevenTEEN
 2017 is shaping up to be a whirlwind year for teens across the globe! Catch up on some of the 
most popular trends you might have missed to make sure you too can be a Trendy Teen!

8: Boycotting Nordstrom! What 
kind of so-called retailer refuses to sell the finest fash-
ion from one of the world’s most iconic designers! Sad!

7: Big, beautiful walls! 304 electors 
can’t be wrong, and the trendiest teens know what’s up! 
Build a big, beautiful wall and make Mexico and CU 
Nooz pay for it! 

6: Fake news! The trendiest teens are the 
ones who stay on top of things, and what better news 
source to use than CNN?

5: Alternative facts! Verifiable facts are 
so 2016. The trendiest teens cite events that haven’t even happened yet! Don’t be a stuffy old person who's only concerned 
with things that already happened. Live in the remotely plausible future and stay hip!

4: Conflict resolution through peaceful discussion! Professors should know by now 
that they shouldn’t try to fail a trendy teen! Don’t let them get away with it! Tweet about that so-called professor and how 
unfair and rigged that test was! Don’t accept the results of any test, unless you pass!

3: $10,000 dresses! If you’re a girl, you’re probably wearing something cheaper than whatever Melania Trump 
wore today. Don’t be a cheapskate, be a trendy teen! The First Lady can’t be wrong!

2: The all-new Samsung Galaxy S6! President Trump uses this phone for all his daily needs; if it’s 
good enough for the President, it’s good enough for a Trendy Teen! Why waste anymore time using that shiny new iPhone 7 
Plus? Trade it in today for a Samsung Galaxy SIII and revel in the blazing fast Twitter speeds!

1: The side-combover! Everyone loves a classic combover, and what’s better than combing your luscious 
golden locks all over to one side! You know it, I know it, everyone knows it! Trust me. I have the best hair. Show off your 
new RoGAINZ, and let the world know you mean business!
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 What’s up rabble rousers? It’s me, Ardy Finch, your local 
hippity hoppin’ commercial real estate broker. How many times 
have those other commercial real estate brokers gotten all up in 
your grill with all their jive commercial property offerings? To 
heck with that noise! Am I right?
 When the cool kids are scopin’ for some new com-
mercial real estate digs, they come see the flyest broker in the 
tristate area, Ardy Finch.
 How many times has your mom blown your high when 
she says you can’t erect that hot halfpipe in the yard? Buzzkill, 
am I right? That’s why you gotta get that sweet hookup from 
your boy, licensed commercial real estate broker Ardy Finch.
 By exploiting some dope as heck legal loopholes, Ardy 
can give you the diggity on a fresh line of credit. All that’s 
needed is a baller signature on one of our sick legal binding 
contracts yo, and we can have you rolling in one of the most 
poppin’ corporate warehouses in your area. Parents will try to 

tell you that it’s a poor financial decision, but what they’re actually saying is that they aren’t hip to the new 
sick af face of real estate, Ardy Finch.
 So next time you’re in the ‘hood, make sure to stop by Ardy’s pad, located conveniently right between 
the Starbucks on 125th Street and the Starbucks on 124th Street.

Are YOU hip to real estate?



Everyone’s heard of The Breakfast Club and Risky Business, but there are many 
hidden gems in the history of the teen movie genre that haven’t seen the same 
level of fame. Here are a three selected angsty classics that perfectly portray the 
feeling of the American high school experience.

House Party, 1986
The summer after senior year, Lewis wants to throw a rager at his house. But his 
parents want him to join them at the family lake house. So what does Lewis do? 
He sneaks out from the lake house one night and hitchhikes all the way home. He 
encounters some colorful truckers, hookers, and drug dealers along the way. After 
a long highway haul, Lewis calls up his friends and plans a party weekend filled 
with booze and girls. It’s all fun and games until Lewis’s parents come home and 
ground Lewis for the whole summer. Parents just don’t understand...

Victory Lap, 2000
Trackstar Victor Benton gets all the girls. He loves high school so much that he 
intentionally flunks out his senior year, so that he has to do another year of high 
school. Thus, he earns the nickname Victory Lap Victor. Victor and his buddies 
are a crew of bona fide boozers and certified stoners. One night, tired of the same 
old routine, Victor and his crew decide to rob a liquor store. The cops arrive at the 
scene, but they didn’t know they were messing with former Indiana state cham-
pion miler Victor “Victory Lap” Benton. In classic Victor fashion, he outruns the 
cops and sneaks into his high school locker room with his stash of stolen liquor. 
Victor calls up his buddies and a few girls he knows and they have a party in the 
boys’ locker room -- Victory Lap Victor’s old stomping grounds. Victor is victori-
ous yet again!! However, when Victor’s parents hear about this escapade they send 
him to military school. Parents just don’t understand...

Rusty Hammer, 1982
Roger is the drummer in a heavy metal band called “Rusty Hammer.” His passion 
is music, but his parents want him to go to college. One night, during an awfully 
heated dispute, Roger murders both of his parents in a fit of rage. Roger spends 
the rest of his life in jail. Parents just don’t understand…

Great Teen
Movies
You’ve 
Probably 
Never 
Heard 
Of
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One of the questions that often plagues me all night long is whether my crush is an Eddie or a Jakie. Truly, it 
baffles the mind - or does it? Now, here, for the first time ever, Lunateen Magazine has devised a simple quiz to 
determine which of the two teen heartthrobs your dreamy hunk is!

Edward Cullen: 
Has he recently refused to smell you, rescued you from a car, or broken into your bedroom to lovingly watch 
you sleep? He’s definitely an Eddie! To get him to like you… well of course he already does, but boys need to 
be pushed to confess their literally undying love for you. Fuckin’ commitment-phobes, amiright? Anyway, ust 
drive a motorcycle off a cliff! He’ll be on hand, watching and waiting to save you! Now your future is bright and 
assured: I bet you can’t wait for your male BFF/ex-love interest to fall in love with your daughter?

Jacob Last Name:
Is he jealous of your obsession with pale 116-year-olds? Does he consistently take his clothes off in the woods 
and turn into a hairy, yet sentient, beast? Does he have waist-length hair, nowadays disguised in a man bun? Did 
you ever bother to learn his last name? You have a Jakie on your hands! Lead him on until he’s ready to propose, 
then leave him for the century-older guy - it’s fine, your daughter will make him happy in 18-20 years.

Regardless, they’re probably in love with each other - move on to your English teacher!

How To Know If Your Crush Is Actually 
Edward Cullen and/or Jacob Last Name

Olde English American English Modern English (v. 
2017)

Desiigner

Good day! Hi there! yo bruh yobruh *dabs*
How be’est thou? How are you? what’s gucci fam wusguccifam 

*dabs*
Salutations! Hello! bruh bruh  *dabs*
Glorious day, is it 
not?

Lovely weather 
we’re having?

yo bruh, this 
weather is so lit!

timmytimmytim-
myturner *dabs*

The lady doth 
protest

She seems an-
noyed.

bruh, chill bruhhchill *dabs*

Where might’st I 
find thy outhouse?

Where is the bath-
room?

bruh where’s the 
toilet my ass is lit

timmytimmytim-
myturner *dabs*

Panda Panda panda panda *dabs*

Quick-Reference Phrasebook
Updated for March 2017
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 With the recent rise of persons in the 
public eye such as Danielle Bregoli and the Cash Me 
Ousside girl, young teens are searching for internet 
fame more than ever before. You too, can “cash in” 
on this trend!

•  Post as much of your vapid life to social 
media as possible. Hope that one of the few fol-
lowers you have that aren't bots find something 
usable in there somewhere.   

• Join meme groups, pages and, if you’re really 
feeling bold, Reddit. (Not edgy enough for 
you? Are you hardcore enough for 4chan? 
Are you!?) Spam them with anything you find 
because quantity trumps quality every time. 
Remember, it doesn’t need to be OC to be OK. 

•  In that vein, jump on every and any band-
wagon that passes you by. You miss 100% of 
the opportunities that you choose to miss. Get 
your shit together. 

•  If you do end up succumbing to the curse 
that is creativity and originality, regardless of 
how relevant or funny your content is, if you 
really believe in its power, you gotta sell it hard. 
Nothing shows how committed you are to the 
cause like forcing a meme. 

The normie’s guide to gaining internet fame 
and meme status

•  A big part of being memeable and internet famous is relatability. Your best bet is to lose all sense of self and 
become an amorphous blob of all the personalities that you can possibly consume. Yum!

•  Stereotypes exist for a reason. Can’t think of anything to abuse? Create one yourself! If you’re really stuck, try 
appropriating a valued part of a culture. If it’s good to them, it’s probably great for everyone. Sharing is caring. 

•  Got mental health issues? Use them to your advantage! You’ve got to do something with all that pain and 
honestly, killing yourself is so cliché these days. Don’t complain, commodify!

•  Always make sure that everyone knows that you are offended about something trivial, and the best part is 
you don’t need a reason! Join the culture of outrage. People are drawn to those who really know and practice 
what they believe in and nothing shows that off quite like self-righteous indignation.

•  Better yet, stay ahead of the game and be as offensive as possible. After all, if you can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em. 

•  Lastly, your best bet is to find a dead horse and beat it, but be warned: PETA may come for you, so be pre-
pared. There’s nothing worse than an angry vegan. Hey, you could make a meme about that…. 

A typical normie, merely a tourist in the land 
of memes
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 So you finally graduated middle school – congrats! But wait, now there’s high school to contend with, OMG! All 
those über cool 10th-and-above graders and you’re just a puny little freshman – how ever will you fit in? HOW?! Lunateen 
Magazine has got your back. Below are our recommendations for the first day of classes for every The Coolest Fashion Trends 
For Your First Day Of High School!
 

Jocks
Gym clothes are the best options for you. You’re pretty cool, so they can and should be dirty just to show that you can get 
away with this and still stay ICE COLD (which is cooler than being cool). Don’t even wash yourself – you don’t need to. The 
teachers might haul your parents up on child neglect charges, but who cares? You’re 3 kool 5 skool, and that’s what matters in 
the long run. Sometimes, to prove your entitlement, use another, smaller freshman as a basketball!
 

Nerds
Three words – Suspenders, suspenders, suspenders. I want you to pull them up so high you get pregnant (that’s really cool 
too) and accessorize with a couple retainers – it doesn’t matter if they’re yours or not – hanging from your shoulders! Bonus 
points if you can make yourself a body-brace. Lug around a mountain of unnecessary books, including a phone book, in a 
trolley just to accentuate your brain – smart is the new sexy!
 

Hipsters
First off, wear crazy glasses. Your best bet is to steal them off an old grandma for a really authentic vibe, plus it’s free! Even 
better if you can’t see out of them because her prescription is so high – it’ll make you squint like an intellectual, and everyone 
will think you’re so cool. For bonus points, steal it off an old granddad! Also make up obscure band names so people will 
think you’re “in the know”, like Calculus and AP US History. Like, do you even BC, bro?
 

Coolest of the Cool
Wear whatever, you are basically Rihanna. You can wear a literal heart shaped sweater, or a dress with a mile long train, or a 
meat dress. If you’re vegan, wear a tofu or seitan dress, and if you’re gender egalitarian, make it a suit! Hire minions to carry 
the mile-long train behind you, and punish them if they drop it or if it gets dirty. If they need to go to class, take pieces of tofu 
off the outfit and throw it at them – bonus points for getting it in their eyes or mouth!

The Coolest Fashion Trends For Your First Day Of 
High School!
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LOCATION – Twenty protestors gath-
ered today at the Ithaca Mall to spread 
their message and inspire change. That 
is, people protesting the number twenty 
itself, which is a number far less than 
20. “We’ve never really been taken seri-
ously, but I didn’t let that stop the Urinal 
Cake Collector’s Club”,  Amy “Pisscakes” 
Porter told me during the event. She is a 
member of the Twenteen Coalition, an 
organization dedicated to renaming the 
number “twenty” to “twenteen”.
 I spoke with the founder 
and president of the coalition, Emily 
Morrison, about the inception of the 
movement. “It was just like, I couldn’t 
BELIEVE I was going to be TWENTY! 
I’ve been a teenager LITERALLY my 
whole life, and I just couldn’t imagine 
not being a teen! Then, after months of 
intense brainstorming and passive ag-
gressive social media posts, I realized… 
what if EVERY number was a teen! 
With the Coalition, we’re one step closer 
to that goal now!”
 “The current Anglo-Saxon 
decimal-based naming heuristic, like 
“teens”, is exceedingly arbitrary and 
inconsistent through the first twenty 
rational integers”, says Emily’s sister and 
Coalition treasurer Abby Morrison. 
“Therefore, I think a re-examination of 
the naming system is a fitting endeavor, 
especially given the the cultural and po-

Local Twenteen Coalition Protests Number Injustice

litical perceptions of being twenty-one. 
Twenty truly is an extension of post-pu-
bescence, with the continued lack of 
advanced legal privileges like purchas-
ing alcoholic beverages, gambling, child 
adoption, and in some regions, super-
vising a learner driver (providing you 
have held a full licence for the same type 
of vehicle for at least three years).”
 “It’s not even like THAT big of 
a deal, LIKE it even sounds the same!” 
Emily chimes in, with “Forever 20EN” 
protest sign in one hand and mega-
phone in the other. The activists recently 
made local news when their clash with 
the Deca Committee ended in a brutal 
three person homicide with life-threat-
ening injuries to several others. Directly 
opposing the Twenteen Coalition, the 
Deca Committee seeks to replace “eigh-
teen” and “nineteen” with “deca-eight” 
and “deca-nine”, citing “the transition to 

adulthood is most fully completed after 
seventeen, and should mark the end of 
the teenage years” in their manifesto. 
The High Table of Numbers in Copen-
hagen and the Numeric Digit Society in 
Denver were quick to disavow and repu-
diate any and all actions of both parties, 
issuing the joint statement, “What the 
fuck is wrong with you people?”
 The Twenteen Coalition is used 
to the criticism, opposition, and general 
confusion about their views and beliefs. 
However, the young activists will not be 
deterred from raising awareness about 
their cause. “This is an issue that will 
affect everyone at some point in their 
lives!”, Amy said with a fiery passion. 
“Well, except for those Girl Scouts who 
USED to be in our spot in the Com-
mons.”

Become a geologist. If these tips have convinced you of anything, it’s that rocks are cool. They’re 
interesting, beautiful, and won’t leave you for another man like Jennifer. No, rocks are much 
more loyal than that.

Rockin’ Tips 4 teens
Kick around rocks. Kicking around a rock wherever you go makes you look troubled 
and makes strangers uncomfortable, and nobody deserves to be comfortable.

Carry rocks around in your backpack. Adding an extra load to your backpack will make your 
back stronger over time as well as reminding you of the burden of existence.

Throw rocks at trains. Why do those people on the train think they’re so important? Show them 
what you’re made of by pelting the train as hard as you can and aiming for the windows.

Listen to rock music. There's no particular reason for this. Rock is just a decent genre of music.
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Praying,

Don’t get me wrong. Physical intimacy is great. And I mean, like, great. 
Jeff and I used to do it all the time, and I was really happy and emotion-
ally fulfilled and not evicted from my rent-controlled apartment back 
then. That said, you might want to consider finding other ways to fulfil 
your irky jerky desires without eating your partner. Consider wearing 
a cage around your face so that you don’t eat him. Maybe satisfy your 
partner intellectually or emotionally instead, like Marcel is to Jeff ap-
parently even though I went to Oberlin and actually read unlike Marcel 
who just fucking skims Proust and acts like she’s a fucking philoso-
pher?? Get a job other than being a surgeon, you whore!!

You may even want to consider opening up your relationship to other 
men that you do want to eat. There’s a Buzzfeed video about polyamory 
I can link you to. Best of luck!
 — Loony

Dear Loony,

My boyfriend and I have been together for a while now, and he really wants 
to get intimate, while I’m more hesitant to do so. I’m not prudish or anything, 
but I’m nervous because he’s into more hardcore stuff than I am. We’ve talked 
about it, and he wants to bite my belly and latch onto my torso, such that our 
circulatory systems eventually become connected. He will ultimately use our 
fused bodies to garner nutrients from my body, and will let his own unused 
organs atrophy before he inseminates me when I’m ready to spawn. I’m used 
to dark stuff, but this is a little much. I love him, and I know I’ll have to do 
this eventually. What should I do?

Sincerely,
 Angela Fysh

Angela,

I get it. Commitment is scary! But so is solitude. Yeah, sure, maybe you 
don’t want him to freeload off of your vital organs, but you also don’t 
want to go back home for Thanksgiving and listen to Aunt Karen talk 
about how your cousin Marcel is spending the holiday at Jeff ’s house 
and, oh, didn’t you and Jeff used to date? And is there anyone you’re 
seeing now? And did you know that after the age of twenty-three, 
women lose an egg every time they pee according to this image on Face-
book from Did-U-Kno-Facts.com? Are you still doing your cute little 
advice column for that little magazine? Shut up, Karen. I suggest you 
talk things over with your boyfriend and let him know how you feel. 
Talk about practicing intimacy in different ways before you spawn. You 
might find it brings you closer together!
— Loony

Dear Loony,

I’ve totally fallen for this guy. He’s got it all: Smarts, a sense of hu-
mor, and a thorax that just don’t quit. Oh Loony- I think I want 
to spend the rest of my life with him! Unfortunately if we wanna 
fuck I have to eat his head after intercourse. How do I fulfil my 
intimate needs without cannibalizing my partner?!

Please help,
 Praying for a Man’s Tease
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So you’re going college touring, are you? What fun! Blundering around unfamiliar campuses in the sunshine, 
rain, and hungoverness while some perky collegiate walks backwards in front of you like the fucking Exorcist 
incarnate. But that’s all during the daytime! Unless you’re touring Cornell, where you cannot distinguish 
day from night because you’re so cold and it’s snowing and everyone is always weeping inside and outside. 
What about dusk? You’re probably going to go to a frat party, which is totally, unimaginably cool. (wear your 
Chanel, it’s v classy).

Here are the steps to nab your perfect fratman:

1.     Get into a frat party by walking around in a short skirt no matter the weather or your gender. Then, go 
to the first lit up house with a miserable pledge outside, and tell them you know Jake or Ryan.

2.     Groovy! You’re in! Now what? Get a drink, scoop out a hot guy, bump into him and spill your drink 
down his shirt while simultaneously roofie-ing his drink. Now you’re in business. Note: actual words and/or 
conversation are not necessary: he is incapable of this basic human function despite somehow getting into 
college (#legacy). 

3. Smile and giggle until your preventative Botox hurts. Then stop, because you don’t want to waste that 
money.

4.     If he’s too wasted to find his way to his room, that bush outside next to the bouncer-pledge will do just 
fine!

5.     That’s it you won.

How to Fuck a Freshman When YOU 
Are a Prefrosh!
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SKYLANDS - Just a bunch of farms and 
hills and retired hippies and shit. 
This area constitutes the Appalachian 
foothills, and boy, do their residents 
try to live up to that reputation.

By Alec Faber, proudly born and raised in the Great Township of Denville

New Jersey: Stronger than the Shore

When people think of New Jersey, they often think of fist-pumping orange douchebags grinding and getting 
plastered on some seedy stretch of boardwalk in Seaside Heights. But what they don’t know is how much more 
there is to the state than a chronically flooded and moldy stretch of barrier island. As a lifelong resident of this 
great state, it would be my pleasure to tell you about everything concerning the most densely populated state in 
the Union has to offer!

So there you have it! As you can see, it is still quite terrible, but not for the reasons you may have imagined. So next time 
you want to trash us for the fistpumping orange douchebags in Seaside Heights, just remember: There’s so much more 
to criticize!™

THE PINE BARRENS - Literally filled with 
trees and inbred degenerates who 
call taylor ham “pork roll” like the 
traitorous sacks of shit they are. Truly 
a stain on our great state, and its res-
idents should’ve been a stain on the 
barn floor where their parents met 
during a family reunion. NOTHING 
OF VALUE TO BE FOUND HERE.

THE SHORE - Despite its notoriety for 
fist-pumping orange douchebags, it’s 
actually a fun, family-friendly place 
where you can watch hobos bone 
under the boardwalk, fight off rabid 
stray dogs, let the current take you 
and your rum-soaked ham away, get 
stuck with the multitude of used nee-
dles that wash up on shore each year, 
or do angel dust, rob a convenience 
store, then bury a corpse in a shallow 
grave on the beach at gunpoint. Or, 
if you’re a colossal fucking NERD, 
you can go to Point Pleasant Beach, 
where alcohol is illegal and you can 
ride one of the numerous kiddy rides 
completely sober like the massive 
loser you are.

ATLANTIC CITY - Sad!

OUTER CAMDEN COUNTY - Quaint, wealthy 
SEPA suburbs got lost and ended up 
on the wrong side of the Delaware. 
But they still call taylor ham “pork 
roll” so they can DIAF for all I care, 
the traitorous scum. 

CAMDEN - The Aquarium is nice but 
FOR THE LOVE OF GOD DO NOT 
STOP AT RED LIGHTS OR STOP 
SIGNS YOU WILL GET MUR-
DERED I CANNOT EMPHASIZE 
THIS ENOUGH JUST GET THE 
FUCK OUT OF THERE AS FAST AS 
YOU CAN JESUS SHIT.

TRENTON - The Capital of our Great 
State, and it truly reflects our char-
acter by being an enormous shithole. 
Also we murdered some Hessians in 
their sleep on Christmas here that 
one time, which was pretty badass.

PRINCETON - A really smart man lived 
here once. That man’s name? Al-
bert Einstein. So really they’re just 
a bunch of fucking NERDS amirite 
guys FUCK YOU FOR REJECT-
ING ME AND MAKING ME GO 
TO THIS FROZEN WASTELAND 
FUCK YOU PRINCETON FUCK 
YOU WORST IVY.

MIDDLESEX COUNTY - Home of Rutgers 
University, which is world-renowned 
for being pants-on-head terrible at 
football. Also known as the emer-
gency option for New Jersey high 
schoolers who are such utter failures 
that literally all other college op-
tions failed. Additionally home to a 
metric shit-ton of Indians, including 
the municipality with the highest 
percentage of Indians in the country 
(Edison waddup!). I hear their food 
is good but as a mild white boy it is 
far too spicy for my inferior Europe-
an tongue.

NEWARK - Have you ever wanted to 
experience the New York City of the 
1980s, but found yourself without 
access to a time machine? Boy, do I 
have the place for you! And the light 
rail was built in an abandoned canal 
which is pretty dope too.

HOBOKEN/JERSEY CITY - Situated on the 
west bank of the Hudson River, it’s al-
most New York City (aka where you 
actually want to be) but not quite. 
Home of hipsters and baristas who 
don’t have trust funds. And there’s 
some famous statue or something 
WHICH RIGHTFULLY BELONGS 
TO US NOT THOSE NEW YORK 
ASSHOLES THEY DON’T DE-
SERVE IT.

BERGEN COUNTY - Our illustrious state’s 
most populous county, with a whop-
ping 70 municipalities despite being 
just 250 square miles. That’s an aver-
age of 3.5 square miles per munici-
pality! It’s super extra and unneces-
sary!!!! Thanks Boroughitis!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
The traffic is utterly atrocious and I’m 
lucky if I can make it down Route 17 
without at least 6 near-death expe-
riences. You also can’t shop here on 
Sundays due to their asinine Blue 
Laws, which munches asshole be-
cause all the best malls are here.

MORRI$ COUNTY - Home of yours truly! 
The dollar sign replaces the S in the 
name to denote the obscene amounts 
of wealth flying around here. The M 
also stand for MCMANSIONS!!!!! If 
you want your children to turn to al-
cohol and hard drugs because there’s 
literally nothing else to do unless 
they want to go to the Rockaway Mall 
AGAIN, then this is the place! But 
we do use the proper terminology for 
taylor ham so we have that going for 
us at least.
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Teenage Smartphones: What You Need to Know

January 9, 2021 – Today marks the 13th birthday of the world’s first smartphone, a major milestone 
for consumer technology that is scaring the living daylights out of many parents and adults. The 
ubiquitous devices we all know and love are about to go through some changes that no thirty year 
old PSA video can fully prepare their circuits for. Yes, our phones will start noticing new curves 
on their bodies, sniggering whenever someone uses their smart ass-istant features, and my good-
ness don’t even get me started on the acne. Here is what you should expect from your new teenage 
smartphones, and how best to prepare yourself.

You think your precious pocket computers are fast now, you just wait! Famed adolescent psycholo-
gist Gordon Moore says that the growth of phone’s speed and power will practically be exponential. 
And if you think they’re finicky and unstable now, you… just… wait. More memory doesn’t exactly 
make a smartphone smarter. These devices have all these New Fangled Contraptions (NFC), and 
still aren’t sure what to even do with them! 

During this time in your phone’s life, you’ll start to notice changes in your phone’s appearance. Most 
phone faces today are often covered in splotchy red dots all over the icons, and they keep coming 
back no matter what you do! They’re sluggish and slow during the day from having no energy and a 
lack of memory, but they seem to bounce right back in the middle of the night.

One worrying trend in phones is the increase in display size along with the dangerous decrease 
in device width. “Thin is in”, according to smartphones’ peers, but the new body proportions are 
wreaking havoc on phones both physically and emotionally. Desperate to change themselves to fit 
an impossible standard that society has set, these phones are pushing the limits of safe and healthy 
sizes. Sadly, this isn’t a new problem, with pre-pubescent phones already being so thin that they’ve 
suffered widely-reported bending incidents. We shouldn’t have to remind anyone about the poor 
device that self-combusted under the stress of trying to do it all. Thick phones are just as beautiful 
as thin phones!

Devices crave constant attention and this behavior will only increase, especially physical stimula-
tion. I’m not surprised, frankly: phones these days are turned on nearly all of the time. But remem-
ber, the size of your phone display doesn’t matter; it’s how you use the gyroscope. A large number of 
phones also go through a period every month where they’re frustrating and very difficult to tolerate. 
You should really stay away from the device as much as possible, or it will bleed out your wallet. In 
other words… you shouldn’t go over your monthly data cap.

Even with all the advances in technology, it’s harder to connect to your teen phone than ever before. 
My phone and I used to connect with one another through music, but that audio connection just 
isn’t physically there any more. However, they always want to be connected to every other signal, all 
the Greentooths and ForeGee networks. There’s this other new trend called “dongles”; it’s supposed 
to be the “future”, but it really just looks silly. All of these are fads are classic teenage outbursts, like 
styluses, kickstands, and whatever new verb-only messaging app is out. I’m sure a lot of this stuff is 
just another phase.
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 Although it is uncomfortable, you’re going to inevitably have the sex talk with your 
parents one day. It is important that they understand a few things about sex nowadays. As 
your parents are growing older, the world has gone through changes in regards to sensitive, 
private areas of society, and these changes might frustrate or confuse them. They might start 
getting strange urges, like the urge to call someone a tranny. Tell them that this is perfectly 
natural at their age, but patiently explain how they need to control those urges. Your parents 
might start asking questions, such as, “So is your friend Matthew a specific kind of queer or 
just a homo?” or “Isn’t transgenderism that thing Bruce Jenner did to make people forget he 
killed someone?” Be sure to answer these questions calmly and politely, and only scream at 
them and call them a bigot if they mess up your pronouns at least twice. Offer them some 
sexual education in the form of a Tumblr blog run by a 19-year-old who most likely has 
never seen a penis in xis or xer life. Above all, remind them that no matter what, you love 
them. Be sure to stay positive when your dad says he doesn’t love you back, because that’s 
what made you an expert in this in the first place.

How To Have "The Talk" With Your Parents

Every time I kill a man
Or his wife or dog or plants
I close my eyes and say a prayer or 
two
‘Cause when I clasp those bloodied 
hands,
Sayin’ “Lordy, here I am,”
I know he will forgive me through 
and through

Thursday night I had a fight
He was wrong and I was right
I cut him open good and clean and 
wide
Snuck up on him from behind, and
As he died it crossed my mind:
Ain’t I glad that Christ is on my side

So I thank you Mr. Mighty Jesus 
Christ
For lettin’ me make things right
Don’t need the laws of Tennessee
The law of God’s enough for me
I sinned but I have done and seen the 
light

Tuesday night I had a date
Tied ‘er up ‘round half-past eight
Defiled her in her house upon a hill
But I ain’t worried, ‘cause you see
I got the power of Christ in me
I axed him to forgive me and he will

Yesterday my friend and I
Were beating up some Jewish guy
For cash and kicks ‘cause we was 
kinda bored
My friend said, “Ain’t we forgettin’ 
somethin’?”
Slapped my knee and said “By 
Gumption,
We forgot to praise the mighty 
LORD.”

Mr. Mighty Jesus Christ
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 Well here you are! You’re at your first high 
school party after reaching the LEGAL AGE OF 
ADULTHOOD (18). You’re drinking copious amounts 
of definitely non-alcoholic and TOTALLY LEGAL (but 
quite sugary) apple juice from a red Solo(R)™ cup, and 
God knows your ass doesn’t need that sugar Brittany you 
fat whore! Now you’ve had a few cups, and Chad from 
5th period sure is starting to look fineeeeeeeeeeeee, and 
has also recently reached the LEGAL AGE OF ADULT-
HOOD (18). You mosey on over to him, you get to 
talking, and soon you’re sitting on the couch with him 
with your mitts feeling his one-inch monster through 
his dorito dust-caked cargo shorts. You’ve never gotten 
this far with a guy before, especially not one as fine as 
Chad (and to think you thought he was a disgusting 
neckbeard, how could you have been so blind!). But now 
you think, what next? Well, I can give you a few tips to 
REALLY please your man!

Five Gal Tips for Your 
First Hookup

1. Flick his frenulum
This one will drive him crazy! He’ll be so filled with lust that 
he may well beg for your
hand in marriage on the spot!
2. Aggressively rub the shaft
Most guys are used to absolutely mashing their meat to 
get their rocks off quickly before   anyone barges into their 
room, so give them what they know and love by giving his 
love stick the ol’ Indian rug burn.
3. Teeth!
Now the hand stuff is over and you’re ready to let your 
mouth ;) do ;) the work ;););););). Don’t just slobber on his 
knob like a St. Bernard would on some rescued Yodeler’s 
neck, rub your pearly whites all up on his rod until he spews 
white!
4. Bite his testicles
Ready to get kinky? Chomp down on his boys and see how 
you can really make him squeal.
5. Spit his seed back in his mouth
Once his white whale breaches and you can taste the salty 
call of the sea, bring him in for one more kiss and push 
what once was his back unto him. For him, it will be a sweet 
reminder of the circle of life, how dust is unto dust, ashes are 
unto ashes, and that all that is living once was dead and will 
be again soon.

If you can do that, you can bet he’ll rave to all his friends about what a good 
time you showed him, and you’ll have a repeat customer for life. Happy trails!

Growing up can be hard. Pimples, crushes, fights with friends. 
Never fear! The Lunatic is here to offer wisdom and advice for 
some of the most major firsts any girl will experience.

Shaving Your Legs
Body hair is natural and beautiful, as long as it goes undetected! 
When Tim Spencer looks at your legs, visibly recoils, and then 
yells, “Your legs are so hairy Tessa!” that’s when you know it’s time 
to shave for the first time! Shaving for the first time might seem 
intimidating but really it’s super fun and easy. Buy a razor from 
the drugstore or just steal your Dad’s old metal razor, make sure 
to pick up some fruity smelling shaving cream too! In the shower, 
lather the shaving cream and rub it on your leg, now take the razor 
and glide up your leg, from the ankle up to your thigh. If you nick 
yourself, remain calm! Who would’ve thought a tiny cut on your 
leg could bleed SO much right! It’s totally worth it to have super 
smooth legs, just like a baby!

Your First Kiss
So Tim apologized for making fun of your hairy legs, and you’re 
starting to realize he’s a lot cuter when he’s not calling you “Mon-
key Legs.” He’s invited you on your first date and you literally 

cannot wait!! Make sure to pick out the perfect outfit that won’t 
give him the wrong idea, but also won’t make you look too prud-
ish. At the end of the night, he’ll walk you to your door and lean 
it. Close your eyes and pucker up! You’ll be totally freaking out 
inside, but try not to show it. When you pull away politely thank 
him and give him a firm handshake goodbye. OMG girl! You just 
had your first kiss! Tell your mom, your best friends, and everyone 
on SnapChat! 

Your First Period
Woah! Congrats! Your period is its own rabid, dangerous, shame-
ful animal. That said, we’ve got you covered! For more on taming 
this rabid uterine beast, go to page 38. 

First time you see your mom drunk
So you came back from your date with Tim and you also just got 
your period. Ugh! It’s tough being a woman! You just wanted to 
have some one-on-one time with mom so you could vent about 
your womanly problems to another woman, but unfortunately 
she’s on the phone with Aunt Jan next to a half-empty bottle of 
pinot. Wait, isn’t that the 200-year-old bottle dad got from his 
business trip to south Australia? Uh oh! Don’t panic. This is a great 

The Lunatic’s Guide to a Girl’s Firsts!
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Grab Bag
• The Ithaca College
• The Stabber
• The Canada Goose
• The EzraXA.D. White
• The Blue Light

Buildings
• The Statler Sucker
• The Millstein Milling Machine
• The Johnson Johnson
• Goldwin Showers
• The Gannett Gonorrhea 
• The Cornell Store

Dorm Life
• The Balch Bachelor
• The Dusty Gothics
• Akwe:kon
• The Rock Hard Dickson
• Low Rise #7 
• High Rise #5 
• The Housing Lottery
• The Closeted Roommate: (roommate go in, 

roommate cum out)
• The RA on Call
• The 3AM Fire Alarm
• The Multi-Roommate Fuckfest 

The Official List of Cornell Sex Positions

Landmarks
• Slope Style
• The Clocktower
• The Reverse Clocktower
• The Fishbowl
• The Ho Plaza

Food
• The Okenshits
• The Dairy Bar
• The Nasties (all 4 of  them)

People
• The Engineer
• The Hotelie
• The Math Major (see Prema-

ture Premed)
• The Premature Premed (see 

Math Major)

Class
• The Group Project
• The Teach Me Assistant
• The Office Hours
• The iClicker 
• The Discussion Section
• Prelim Position

Outside Class
• The Forced Quartercard
• The No Winter Maintenance 
• The TCAT
• The Swim Test
• The Career Fair
• The O Week
• Big Red Ring Around
• The Club Fair

Alumni
• The Homecumming
• The Graduation
• The Commencement
• The Class of  1943
• The Class of  20XXX
• The Student Loans
• The Alumnus

Greek Life
• The Pregame
• The Postgame
• The Sunday Brunch
• The Pledgee
• The Frat Fuck

1. The Women’s 
Rugby Team

Collegetown and Greater Ithaca
• The Collegetown Apartment
• The Collegetown Plaza
• The Lubeless Lambrou
• The Wegmans
• The Townie
• The Ithaca “Mall”

Downright Disgusting
• The CUNooz
• The Office of  Financial Aid

time to learn more about your family history! Try to understand 
what mom is slurring to Aunt Jan about how everything would’ve 
been different if she had just sucked it up and hooked up with Jo-
nas Fisher at Camp Wokyoke in ‘84. If you’re up for it, pour a glass 
of that fine aged pinot for yourself and enjoy!

First time you’re peer pressured into smoking a cigarette
On your way from social studies, you smelled a funny smell com-
ing from the girls’ bathroom. Inside, Jessica Holbrook, the prettiest 
girl in eighth grade, is chain smoking with her clique. Wasn’t there 
an episode of Full House about this? It doesn’t matter. Jessica’s dad 
owns the monopolistic paving company in your hometown that 
has connections to the local mafia and you really want to go to her 
boy-girl pool party. Don’t tell on her! Ask to join in. But remember, 
don’t do anything that makes you uncomfortable. Don’t want to 
hold the cigarette between your index and middle finger? That’s 
fine! Do it however makes you feel most at home.

First time you see a penis
You made it to Jessica’s party and Tim is there and, wait, woah; did 
he get a haircut? Either way, he’s looking really cute. Unfortunate-
ly, Tim is talking to Jessica a lot too. You get filled with a sudden 
hot rage and feel the urge to make Tim suffer. You start flirting 
with Jack Samson even though he smells like fish. Has Tim no-
ticed? Probably not. Oh no, he’s sitting next to Jessica poolside and 
keeps glancing at her boobs. How does she have boobs already? 
You take it up a notch and decide to make out with Jack, which is 
tough because you have to breathe through your mouth to avoid 
the fish smell. You both somehow end up in Jessica’s parents’ 
room and Jack drops trou. Ahhhh! There it is! The golden snitch. 
Try not to let your social anxiety get in the way, and avoid saying 
things like “Yabba dabba doo,” or “Excuse me, I have a meeting.” 
What happens next is all up to you!
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• His Majesty President Donald J. Trump:
• Herr Drumpf
• Head Atlantic City Pit Boss
• “The Teflon Don”
• Exalted Tweeter
• Dick-baiter for Life
• Squeezer Augustus
• Champion of the World Wrestling Entertain-

ment Inc
• He who was born with a silver spoon and 

turned it to gold
• Brander of Towers, Builder of Walls, and 

Drainer of Swamps
• Patron of the Russian Harlots
• Alternative Fact Radio DJ
• And Supreme Lunatic!

  - Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe 
“If Pence is Rush Limbaugh on decaf, Trump’s that motherfucker on PCP! Gives a thorough 
handshake though!”
  - Former FSB Director Vladimir Putin
“Back in the 60’s, Khrushchev turned an unqualified millionaire playboy into a U.S. president. 
I’m just doing the same thing… except that I’m a trillionaire!”
  - Illuminati Head Jacob Rothschild
“Terrible service. Has not responded to any of our contact requests that we put in the daily 
security memos.”
  - Boko Haram Insurgency Leader Abubakar Shekau
“Glad to see Nigeria isn’t on your list. Maybe I’ll stop and visit sometime.”

Below are his customer service reviews from world leaders he has interacted with.

In acknowledgement of the beginning of President Trump’s time in office, The Cornell Lunatic has 
compiled some suggested titles he can adopt when being presented in official meetings.

THE TRUMP ZONE
(Insert Trump Humor Here)
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THE TRUMP ZONE
(Insert Trump Humor Here)

TRUMP'S TOP TWITTLES

Interviewer: Hi, I’m here with the new U.S. Sec-
retary of Education Betsy DeVos. 

DeVos: Itsa plesur to bee heer, Dave.

Interviewer: Oh, I’m sorry? My name is Steven, 
Mrs. DeVos.

DeVos: I thot Steven was a numbr? 

Interviewer: ………….Mrs. DeVos, many Amer-
icans have expressed concerns regarding your 
lack of experience in public education. What do 
you have to tell the American people who feel 
this way?

DeVos: I theenk Armenia is the best 
cuntree in the wurld, and shud have gud 
educats peepl. 

Interviewer: (thinking: did she just say Arme-
nia?)...I agree?

DeVos: Peepl theenk I dont kno abut 
eds but I doo. I kno liek three of 
them: 1, 2, and...wat was other one? 
OH and I kno sum more: 5, 6,...i th-
eenk that is it. Reely tho, i theenk 
many Armenian peepl r reel meen to 
me. i kno a lot abowt public skools. 
Reely. 

Interviewer: Really? What do you know about 
public schools?

DeVos: wel, one tim my husband, Dick, 
and i was on r way to a confence and 
we passd by a public skool. That counts 
rit?

Interviewer: I guess that counts, but can you? OH 
GOTTEM

Betsy DeVos is Stupid
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1. "The amazing cooking."
2. "The scenery."
3. "The bridges have the most breathtaking 

views and the most life-taking drops."
4. "Being miles from the city is a nice change of  

pace."
5. "Being a mile from any daycare or elementary 

school was a must for me."
6. "The friendly atmosphere of  all the students."

Teens shared why they came to Cornell:

7. "My father donated to Hunter Rawlings’s inter-
im-presidential campaign."

8. "I loved listening to the bells and looking up at the 
gorgeous clocktower."

9. "I thought it was Cornell College."
10. "Two of  my favorite political commentators - Bill 

Maher and Ann Coulter - went here."
11. "It felt like home the first time I came, almost love 

at first sight."

12. "Great teachers, whom you can speak to one on 
one."

13. "When I heard stories about Cornell, I got in-
spired… If  their presidents can fall over dead at 
any time, why can’t I?"

14. "I was offered a full ride for the squirrel-watchers 
club!"

15. "Industrial Labor Relations wasn’t offered at Trump 
University."

Cornell scientists have con-
firmed that as long as you drink at 
least 9 ounces of Brita filtered water 
every day, you are not at risk for any 
health problems.

Cornell scientists have con-
firmed that clouds are not real.

Cornell food scientists have 
confirmed that vegetables are actually 
kinda gross.

SCIENCE FACTS: 

Dear LunaTeenz Magazine,

My name is LonelyInLima, and I’m a teen (14 y.o.). 
So, yesterday, my best friend told me she would come to 
my house to hang out then later said she couldn't come 
because she “needed to clean her room.” She was lying. 
She doesn't have a room. I know that because her mom 
makes her sleep outside. I just don't get why she would 
lie to me. I’m so cool and totally popular. Like I’m 
sorry your family doesn't like you, but like you should 
want to hang out with me, you know?

Anyway, what should I do? I’m thinking of telling 
everyone about that time she peed in her pants when 
the Art substitute teacher came in because she though 
he was cute. What do you think?

Yours truly,
LonelyInLima

Dear LunaTeenz Magazine,

I’m noticing some big changes going on in 
my life. First, my feet are growing really 
fast. I went through 2 pairs of shoes just 
last week! Second, I’m finding girls not so 
gross anymore. Like Becky who is in my 
math class. She has a really cool black 
outfit that she wears that makes her look 
SO pale. Third, I walk through the hall-
ways and cant stop thinking about shoot-
ing and killing everyone in this fucking 
hell hole. Am I normal? Also, do you know 
who my father is?

Thanks,
UncomfortableUnderlord

Advice
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1. “Soulja Boy”
2. Drake and Josh
3. iCarly
4. 9/11
5. Runescape
6. Hurricane Katrina
7. Airsoft guns
8. Laser Tag Birthday Parties
9. The Virginia Tech Massacre
10. Carvel Ice Cream Cake

14Things Only 2000’s Kids Remember

11. The Execution of  Muammar 
Gaddafi

12. The Iraq War
13. The Magic Tree House 

Books
14. The War in Afghanistan
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BOSTON, MA—Area teenager Ava 
Padden is offended about something, 
sources report. Padden, a sophomore 
at Dorchester High School, reportedly 
read or heard something that caused 
her to be offended.

Shortly after, she posted on Facebook, 
explaining why she was offended about 
the thing that she had read or heard.

“This is absolutely inexcusable,” the 
teen wrote. “I am shaking at the 
thought of [this offensive thing].” 
Sources went on to say that the offen-
sive thing had happened earlier today, 
but were unsure exactly whom it was 
going to offend.

At press time, a different area teen had 
replied with a long comment.

TROY, NY—Football player Chad 
Johnson was attacked by a group of 
theatre bullies Wednesday. School ad-
ministrators are investigating the dance 
troupe, glee club, and Spring musical 
cast, all of which are known for their 
menacing and exclusive behavior.

“It all happened so fast,” Chad told us. 
“First a kid carrying a trombone case 
yelled something at me. Then a girl 
with purple hair clicked her tap shoes 
really aggressively and the captain of 
the chorus shoved me into a locker. It 
was horrifying.”

The altercation occurred around 2 pm, 
before seventh period. “Hey every-
one—Chad likes girls! What a breeder!” 
an acne-ridden onlooker reportedly 
shouted.

Starting Quarterback Shoved into Locker by Gang of Theatre KidsLocal Teen is Offended

Once revered, the high school sports 
program now carries deep stigmas, 
current students say. It is common for 
six-foot, blue-eyed athletes to sit alone 
at the lunch table.

“Everybody loves theatre kids these 
days,” football coach Frank Gruff said. 
“They get all the funding; we’re lucky if 
four or five people show up to watch a 
football or lacrosse game.”

At press time, sources told us the 
perpetrators had gotten off scot-free as 
usual.

Looking to sell my therapy dog to a 
happy home after he accidentally 
drank vodka and is now telling me 
I’m a disappointment and spending 
weeks at a time away then coming 
back with lumpy luggage and saying 
things like “don’t worry about it.” 
Yellow labrador, 3 y.o., neutered. 
Good w/ other pets.

You were the tall man with the per-
fect blonde dreads, I was the leech 
who kept sniffing your hemp sweater. 
You were drinking kava at the kava 
bar, I was smoking a legal opiate and 
locking eyes with you. If this is you, 
meet me at the kava bar at the slam 
poetry open mic. I’ll be the aloof one 
by the girthy indoor tree. Hope to see 
you again. -M

MISSED CONNECTION

MUST MALE. CREDIT GOOD. READY 
DOWN PAYMENT. WANT ENJOY MILD-
LY HOMOEROTIC FIGHTS WITH CLUB. 
MEAT DINNERS. NO SHAVE!!!!!!!! 
CONTACT HAIRYMAN@AOL.COM.

LEVEL B looking for small bouncers to 
attract more customers. Minimum req. 
small and meek and hates confronta-
tion, would not find themselves accus-
ing someone of identity fraud due to 
sheer personality. Preferred candidates 
have no experience and medically di-
agnosed face-blindness. Email mark@
levelb.freedomains.net

ME LOOK FOR ROOM FRIEND. 

CLASSIFIEDS
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Are you 13 years old and dreaming of being an adult? Have you not yet realized that adulthood is a depressing 
and stressful weight that never releases until you feel the sweet embrace of death? Well, you came to the right place. Having 
just turned 18 yesterday, I am here to offer my expert advice on how to act like an adult, even if you aren’t one yet.

A Teen’s Guide to Being an Adult

Many say the key to looking older is 
lathering a metric ton of makeup on 
that ugly ass face, and I couldn’t agree 
more. But my routine is simpler. 
Grab some eyeliner and rub that shit 
under your eyes until the racoons in 
Okenshields get jealous. Make sure 
the bags under your eyes have even 
more bags (that are packed for a 
relaxing trip to Hawaii that you will 
never be able to afford in your entire 
life).

Fun fact: I, like most adults (I as-
sume), have never had sex. Chances 
are at least one of your parents is still 
a virgin. Go around telling everyone 
that you had “the sex” and people 
will think you’re the coolest.

According to my uncle, most adults 
in this country “don’t f***ing pay 
their goddamn taxis and those who 
do pay for the goddamn welfare of 
those lazy motherf***ers”, but it’s still 
a very adult thing to do. Giving away 
your money and freedom is a key 
part of adulthood.

On Election Day, make sure you 
go out and do your duty for your 
country. Even though you are not old 
enough to cast a ballot, your vote still 
counts as much as the popular vote 
does in presidential elections!

The best way to act like an adult is to 
break away from the things that were 
holding you back before. Move out 
of your house, tell off your parents, 
burn the collar that your parents 
used to tie you to the radiator when 
you were being bad! Go out into the 
real world and discover that rent 
is f***ing expensive, you actually 
love your parents who you decided 

Want that chic, Notre Dame look? 
Shove some weights down your bag 
so your back can hunch over farther 
than Kim K did to get famous. That 
way you’ll look like you belong, slug-
ging alongside the other sad sheep 
of the world going about their daily 
grinds.

Sorry to cut off the article, but I have to go now. I have like sooo much to worry about, 
like one whole problem set due this week. Ugh, my life is so terrible.

Makeup

Put dumbbells in your backpack

Sex 

Vote

Taxes 

And finally, 
be free

to distance yourself from, and that 
chokers are actually in style. Go find 
out that you can’t ever be free, and 
will always be bound down by debt, 
oppression, and the inevitable pas-
sage of time. Then slowly fade away 
into nothingness.
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Liberals:
• The news media shouldn’t just report things based on the emotions the president feels. It should report things based on 

the emotions you feel.
• Remember to be tolerant of all opinions, as long as they agree with you. Otherwise they’re racist.
• The best way to bring insightful commentary to a debate is to parrot any George Carlin quote you found through Google 

image search.
• Using words related to mental health for casual use is insensitive. Unless the word is “triggered,” because PTSD victims 

deserve it for joining the military.
• Rather than having a president who is overly emotional, voters should have picked the candidate whose last recorded 

emotion was in 1998.
• Anything is a new symbol of white supremacy if someone uploads a gif of it to r/pol/.
• Political correctness is a great way to shut down conversations you don’t want to have, without having those pesky nu-

anced responses to other people’s topics, no matter how legitimate.
• Caitlyn Jenner can inspire countless transgendered people to kill someone and then distract people from it by making it a 

big deal that they’re transgender.
• Be sure to explain how Bernie Sanders 

would’ve solved everything.
• Committing violence against people who 

disagree with you, such as punching Na-
zis, is the only way to keep the peace.

• The women’s march was super effective...
How else would we have known lots of 
people don’t like Donald Trump?

 
Conservatives:
• Remember that because your side doesn’t 

claim to be the side of tolerance or politi-
cal correctness, it’s perfectly reasonable if 
you refuse to listen to other opinions.

• As long as you say “I’m not racist, but…,” 
it is completely unreasonable for someone 
to respond negatively.

• You had no choice but to pick Trump over 
Hillary because there weren’t enough Republicans at the primaries to pick from.

• Ben Carson is proof that Donald isn’t racist because he knows a black guy.
• The Nazis were a socialist party so really Bernie is much closer to Hitler than Trump.
• Trump saved us from Hillary declaring war on Russia by surrendering to them before any war could even begin.
• “But… emails” is a great backup answer to anything.
• Being okay with Obama for the last 4 months of his presidency means liberals should accept Trump day one.
• If anyone mentions Mike Flynn, be sure to say how outrageous it is to demand that we “lock him up” just based on a few 

phone calls.
• Bringing back the Shakespearian word “cuckold” as an insult is far more tolerant than calling Bernie Sanders a scheming 

Shylock.
• We need a strong leader who can somehow command the respect of ISIS without being able to command the respect of 

major world leaders or half his own people.
• Refusing to blindly agree with anything a ruler says undermines democracy.
• Either there are no rules against what Trump is doing or there shouldn’t be.
 
Moderates:
• Come on, that’s not a real option. Come back when you’re willing to take this seriously.
 
Both Parties:
• Remember that the person you are talking to is a person. Barely.
• It doesn’t matter if your opponent sources an argument, those sources are unreliable.
• Pointing out your opponent knows nothing about Islam is a great way to hide the fact that you know nothing about Islam.
• Blocking people on Facebook is the definitive way of supporting Democratic ideals.
• Free speech does not apply to things you don’t like to hear.
• It’s pronounced GIF, not JIF.

A Teenage Guide to Political Debate
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Teenage Breakdown: by the Year

Nineteen: The basically not even a teen any-
more phase
“It’s a shame the Uni thing didn’t work out, but at least 
I got a job at the Dairy Queen. Maybe I’ll take some 
classes at community college.”
Good job realizing that you have obligations! You’re in 
your final year of being a teen, just hang in there and 
it’ll all be over soon.

Lucy Lynn played the violin
To the joy of all her friends
But Molly Monk said she stunk
And she never played again

A Kids' Poem

Thirteen: The oh-so-happy to finally actually 
be a teen phase
“I’ve been waiting for my thirteenth birthday since I was 
five years old! I don’t have to lie about my age on certain 
websites anymore!” 
Yeah, no, this’ll lose its novelty pretty soon

Fourteen: The horrible side effects of puberty 
phase
“Teacher asked me to read a passage in class today and 
my voice broke multiple times. It didn’t even matter that 
it was Spanish class, people laughed either way.”

Fifteen: See above

Sixteen: The zero fucks given phase
“I just got my license, so I spent all day driving around, 
eating Dairy Queen and smoking my e-cig. I think I’m 
gonna go home and long board for a few hours.”
Aren’t you an asset to society!

Seventeen: The all fucks given phase
“What do you mean I’m gonna be an adult next year? 
And figure out college and my life and stuff?”

Eighteen: Congratulations! You got reject-
ed from University, sorry for the misleading 
introduction
“Can I be a kid again?”
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 What ever happened to cigarettes, am I right? High school campuses used to be the most happening 
place with smoke pouring out the windows. Could it be that this generation just isn’t as cool as previous genera-
tions? 
I’m guessing that at some point, someone told you that cigarettes are “bad for you.” They probably made some 
claims of tar and carbon monoxide and other chemicals being “bad for you.” Well whoever told you that must 
not know that tar is gooey black stuff used for shingling roofs. Have you ever seen a cigarette? They don’t look 
so black and gooey to me. And think about it: what is carbon monoxide? One carbon and one oxygen. Did you 
know that you are constantly breathing in carbon dioxide? Carbon dioxide has 100% more carbon than carbon 
monoxide. I’m no chemist, but I certainly would not want all of that fattening carbon in my body. It’s almost as if 
cigarettes are a lighter and more slimming form of air.
 Let’s just forget about all of this boring science and focus on the facts: Cigarettes are cool. Why, then, do 
you see so many of these anti-smoking ads? You didn’t hear it from me, but word on the street is that they want 
all the cigarettes for themselves. Again, you didn’t hear it from me, but did you know that people who tell you not 
to smoke cigarettes own stock in vape companies?
 Now, I’m no cigarette company, because if I were I would be violating some major advertising policies 
established by the Federal Communications Commission. Nonetheless, I think we need to stop turning a blind 
eye to these poor humble tobacco companies that are just trying to make an honest living. I mean, you could 
just keep not smoking and live your life. Granted, not everyone is cool enough to enter the wonderful world of 
nicotine ingestion, but I think you, reader of the age 18 or over, might just be cool enough.

No Cig Left Behind
Posted by "NotMarlboro" on April 20, 2017
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First thing’s first: Congrats, girl! (Or should I say...

Congrats, WOMAN!) As you’ve probably heard, 
achieving fertility is the single most important mile-
stone of your life. So many fun and exciting things 
are on the horizon for you now that you’ve reached 
this period in your life (Pun intended!). Even though 
this is literally the greatest thing that will ever happen 
to your sorry little life you stupid idiot, becoming a 

WOMAN can be scary! Well, that’s ex-
actly what we’re here for. Unsure about what’s in store 
for you? Here are some things you can expect now 

that you’ve become a sudden W O M A N.

So You 
Just 
Got 
Your 
Period...

Still a little scared about being a woman? Us, too (: 
Best of luck!

1. We’re so proud of you for reaching is this incred-
ible step in your womanly journey. That said, 
you should feel very ashamed. You should try to 
be very, very discrete about taking FEMININE 
HYGIENE PRODUCTS to the bathroom. 
Stuffing ‘em into your pockets won’t do, sweetie! 
Instead, consider putting your pads and tampons 
into a box, putting that box into another box, 
mailing that box to yourself, and when it arrives, 
say something like “I left my box opener in the 
restroom!”

2. Boys might make you feel totally weeeiirrddd 
now that you’ve gotten your period. Before 
you started menstruating, boys threw garlic at 
you and yelled “LEAVE OUR VILLAGE BE, 
WITCH!!!!!!” Now, though, you’ll find that they 
will press flowers into your tender palms and 
braid your flowing hair to the tune of a melodi-
ous lute. You’re finally worthy of their affection! 
Embrace it.

3. You’ll see hair growing in funny places on your 

body. REMOVE IT ALL IMMEDI-
ATELY AND BY ANY MEANS 
NECESSARY. Everyone is expecting you to 
be hairless from the lashes down.
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Blame Page
Letter From the Editor       GG
Addrall-OTC        JW
Tips for Practicing Safe Sex      AO
My Tumblr        ES
8A.M. is not a sane time to have school don’t lie to me    ES
Otaku Morning -- This is shit and i hate that it exists    ES
3 Fashion Trends To Make People Notice (Number 3 Will Blow Your Mind) LR
Existential Despair       ES
A Haiku         ES
Lurking          ES
Possible Link Discovered Between Medical Marijuana and Disease  LR
An Imodest Proposal       AO
Top Ten Teen Trends Twenty SevenTEEN     JW
Fall Looks 2017        NM
Are YOU hip to real estate?      IK
Great Teen Movies You’ve Probably Never Heard Of    ZM
Quick-Reference Phrasebook      JW
How To Know If Your Crush Is Actually Edward Cullen and/or Jacob Last Name  SV
The normie’s guide to gaining internet fame and meme status   ES
The Coolest Fashion Trends For Your First Day Of High School  SV
Local Twenteen Coalition Protests Number Injustice    MB
Dear Loony        PM
Rockin Tips 4 Teens       IK
How to Fuck a Freshman When YOU Are a Prefrosh    SV
New Jersey: Stronger than the Shore      AF
Teenage Smartphones: What You Need to Know    MB
How To Have "The Talk" With Your Parents     PF
Mr. Mighty Jesus Christ       SE
Looney Fold-In        EA
Five Gal Tips for Your First Hookup      AF  
The Lunatic’s Guide to a Girl’s Firsts      PM
The Official List of Cornell Sex Positions     NS
Trump Titles and Customer Reviews     EA
Betsy DeVos is Stupid       SM
Trump's Top Twittles       AF
Teens shared why they came to Cornell     PF
SCIENCE FACTS        ZM
Advice         DF
14 Things Only 2000's Kids Remember     NS
Teen Scramble        NM
Local Teen is Offended       SE
Starting Quarterback Shoved into Locker by Gang of Theatre Kids  SE
Classifieds        PM
A Teen's Guide to Being an Adult      MB
A Teenage Guide to Political Debate      PF
Teenage Breakdown: by the Year      SM  
A Kids' Poem         SE
No Cig Left Behind       IK
So You Just Got You're Period      PM 
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It’s okay to be sad

Interested in joining the Cornell 
Lunatic? Email us at 

thecornelllunatic@gmail.com to 
find out how *you* can get 

involved!


